HOW TO INSTALL GLASS BEAD and SCREEN MOULD

Glass Bead and Screen Mould is used to help secure glass in any type of framework. Such as a cabinet door or window.

1. Place small dots of silicone glue inside the frame where your glass will rest. You don’t need too much glue – use one dot of glue for every 6 inches.

2. Carefully place the new glass insert in the track on the back side of the door.
Be sure to “bottom out” your new insert and center the glass.
CAUTION: Inserts should fit easily into the frame. Do not force the glass. Stress can cause your glass to fracture which can result in serious injury.

3. Measure each side of the frame along the side of the glass.

4. Cut 1 piece of glass bead for each side to hold the glass in place, resting against the glass insert itself.
Tip: Glass bead should be cut at a 45 degree angle for each corner to obtain a more secure hold.

5. Use a nail gun to secure the Glass bead into place. Make sure to be extremely careful during this step and not to hit the glass with the nails or your tools. Or Pre-drill holes and use finishing nails to secure the Glass bead into place. Use a nail set (also called a nail punch) to make the nails flush with the surface. Take special care not to hit the glass with the nails or your tools. (Let glue cure for 48 hours before use)